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CSU admission policy does not hinge on affirmative action debate
But CalPoly'sy which is more selectivey could be a dijferent story
By Gorrett M. Mtttl«r

Doily Staff Wtifer

â

Re-thinking
Equality

Affirmative action is poised
to be one of the most divisive is
sues of the 1996 political cam
paign.
Aspiring politicians have al
ready begun posturing over the
controversial policy which al
lows state agencies to consider
an applicant’s race, ethnicity or
gender when hiring, awarding
contracts or granting admis
sion.
The final outcome of this
debate has the potential to alter
the entire California State
University’s admissions policies
and, closer to home. Cal Poly’s.
But at this early stage, no

Today's story is the last
of a three-part series on
affirmative action.
TUESDAY: Col Poly's o ffirm o tive

oction progrom s ot risk
WEDNESDAY: Polilicol science
professors discuss the prospects fo r
preferences

one is really sure how thé
policies will be affected, if at all.
A proposed initiative for the
state ballot called the California
Civil Rights Initiative (CCRI)
states: “Neither the state nor
any local government agency
shall use race, sex, color, eth
nicity or national origin as a
criterion for either discrimina
tion against, or granting
preferential treatment to, any
individual or group in the
operation of the state’s system
of public employment, public
education or public contract
ing.”
But according to Steve MacCarthy, director of public affairs
at the CSU Chancellor’s Office,
this initiative would have a

^

"For the most part
(affirmative action) really
doesn't come into play. The
basic requirement to get
into a CSU school is being in
the top third of your high
school graduating cIo j S."
Steve MacCarthy

CSU chancellor's spokesman

See A D M IS S IO N , page 3

Bombing suspect
may be hidden by
‘like-minded’ people

Puffed up
^

very minimal effect on the ad
missions criteria for the CSU
system.
“For the most part (affirm
ative action) really doesn’t come
into play,” he said. “The basic
requirement to get into a CSU
school is being in the top third
of your high school graduating
class.”
But MacCarthy said stan
dards at Cal Poly are more
stringent because admission is
highly competitive.
“(Cal Poly) is the one campus
that consistently gets more ap
plications than they have space
to admit,” he said.
Because of the large pool of
academically qualified ap-
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By MIcIimI J. Snlffen

Associated Piess
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WASHINGTON — The FBI
released an enhanced sketch of
the mysterious “John Doe No. 2”
Tuesday and a witness promptly
said he remembered him — a
man speaking broken English.
Investigators worried that “likeminded people” might be helping
the bombing suspect elude one of
the biggest manhunts in history.
Identifying the suspect from

the new FBI sketch as it was
show n' or television, the
manager of the Great Western
Inn in Junction City, Kan., said
John Doe No. 2 checked in about
8:30 p.m. on April 17 driving a
Ryder truck. The FBI has said a
Ryder truck rented that day in
Junction City was used to deliver
the bomb to a federal building in
Oklahoma City.
“He spoke broken English and
he was not 100 percent
See SUSPECT, page 6

Students will have chance to hone
leadership skills at conference
By Erin Massey

Daiy Stoff Wtitet

Cal Poly is set to launch its
first in-house leadership con
ference.
The day-long event, dubbed
“Create Your Future ... Learn by
Leading,” is scheduled for April
29.
“'This is a great opportunity
for Cal Poly to enhance and util
ize leadership skills while (stu
dents) are still at the university,”
said counseling and guidance

graduate student Angie Jung.
Jung, an intern for the events
at Student Life and Activities,
said the conference will include
30 different workshops and
faculty speeches.
The keynote speaker of the
conference will be Juan Gon
zalez, vice president for student
affairs.
“Gonzalez was a student
leader all through his under
graduate and graduate work,“
Jung said. “He now works directSee CONFERENCE, page 2
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5 2 school days remaining in spring cjuarter.

TO DA Y'S WEATHER: M orning clouds and chance of showers, northwest

winds at 10-20 mph
TOM ORROW 'S WEATHER: Partly cloudy
Today's high/low: 68/49 Tomorrow's high/low : 69/N A

AIDS Tests Available Through Health Department

I he County Health Department offers free, anonymous
HIV/AIDS testing on a limited basis,
resting is on a walk-in, first-served basis at 2191 Johnson
Avenue in San Luis Obispo. The antibody test is a blood
test which determines if a person has become infected
with the Human Immunodeficiency Syndrome (HIV)
that can lead to AIDS.
Testing is on Monday, 1-3 p.m., Thursday 9-11 a.m.
and 1-3 p.m., and on the third Wednesday of each
month from 4-6 p.m.
For more information, call 781-5540.

TODAY
Health Core Talk • Dr. Cary Kreps, professor o f communication

studies at N orthern Illinois University, will speak on "Com m unica
tion, Marginalization and Health Care" at 7 p.m. in room 123 o f Cal
Poly's Agricultural Engineering Building. For more information, call
756-1525.
Environmwital Awareness Fair • Earth Day celebrations aren't over yet.
1 hose interested in attending the all-day fair in lx>mpoc can call
Mary Kammer at 736-1261, ext. 248 for information and scheduling
o f two hour class visits.

FRIDAY
Co-Op and Summer Job Workshop *11 a.m. - noon. Workshops are

held in Career Services, Room 224. Sign up in advance — 756-2501
Cal Poly Calendar • Summ er term schedule on sale at El Corral

Bookstore: O pen Class List available on G O P H E R for Summer
Perm
_ _ _ _ h «m :c/oG n dy
Gtophit Arts 226, Cql Poly 93407 — Fox: 756^6784
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Leaders predict budget will be passed on time
By Jennifer Kerr
Assaiated Piess

SACRAMENTO — Exuding
optimism and congeniality, the
state Assembly’s two warring
leaders predicted Wednesday
that the contentious, divided
house would pass a budget on
time this summer.
“It’s our goal to move the
budget through the process ex
peditiously,” Republican Leader
Jim Brulte of Rancho Cucamon
ga said.
He and Speaker Willie Brown,
D-San Francisco, held a Capitol
news conference to release an op
timistic budget schedule that
calls for the Legislature to send a

budget to Gov. Pete Wilson on weeks of stalemate.
Both said the RepublicanJune 15.
backed
recall election for Hor
That is the deadline imposed cher on May
16 would not scuttle
in the state Constitution for the the budget schedule.
Legislature to approve a spend
“I don’t think so,” said Brown
ing plan for the fiscal year that
begins July 1. That deadline has
“We’ve always made sure our
rarely been met and there are no legitimate political differences
don’t slop over into areas where
penalties if it is not.
we have to work on legislative
Brulte and Brown have been requirements,” Brulte said.
fighting since the November elec
Brown, who previously had
tion over control of the Assembly. predicted the Legislature would
Republicans won 41 seats, but reject the Republican governor’s
when the Assembly convened in proposed 15 percent income and
December, Assemblyman Paul business tax cuts, was less
Horcher of Diamond Bar specific Wednesday.
switched from Republican to in
dependent. Brown, the speaker
“It’s frankly too early to tell if
since 1980, won the speakership there will be a tax cut,” Brown
in late January after seven said.

CONFERENCE: One professor says everyone is a leader som etim es
From page 1

ly with advisers and is a mentor
to many students.”
Gonzalez said he hopes to
cover the characteristics of a
great leader and feels that the
conference will have a “tremen
dous” effect on students.
“A person does not have to be
a born leader,” Gonzalez said.
“(This conference) can assist us
to create the next leaders of the
state and also internationally. It
is never too early to start (being
a leader).”
The other guest speaker,
agriculture education professor
Joe Sabol, also said he feels the
conference is absolutely essential
to all students, even those cur
rently not in leadership roles.
“Everybody is a leader at dif
ferent times,” Sabol said. “A good

Barclay explained that the
committee then contacted faculty
with specific skills that would be
useful in the conference. All of
the workshops are given by Cal
Poly faculty and staff.
The topics range from diver
sity to fund-raising to team
building skills. The workshops
are complemented by a panel of
ASI leaders who will be available
to give information on ASI
events and on ways to get in
volved in leadership activities.
Conference tickets are still
available for $10, which includes
a T-shirt, luncheon and motiva
tional workshops and speeches.
“The main goal (of the leader
ship conference) is to provide
students with an opportunity to
enhance or develop leadership
skills that will help them at Cal
Poly and latour in life,” Barclay
said.

leader will have to deal with
challenges and rise above
average. These workshops will
inspire students to take on chal
lenges and rise to excellence.
All of the speakers and ac
tivities for the first-ever leader
ship conference at Cal Poly came
about after Ken Barclay, director
of student life and activities, saw
a need for a leadership program.
“We formed a committee of
students and faculty in October
and looked at other colleges with
successful leadership programs,”
Barclay said.
He said the committee then
polled students on what topics
they would be interested in
learning about.
“The workshops’ topics are
geared to reflect students’ needs
to enhance their learning skills
and increase their knowledge in
certain areas.” he spid._________
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PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS.

Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh* easy. So easy, in fact, that prices
on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. And

with the Apple" Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take home a Mac'without having to make a single payment for up to 90 days. \Hiich means you can also »
i
take home the power to make any students life easier. The power to be \our best* A D D I G

Apple Days ‘95!
For more information visit

El Corral Bookstore Computer Department
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w hile Supplies LastI
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Court says judge can reject prison for some ‘three-strikes’ crimes
Associoted Pie«_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SAN DIEGO — In the first
important pro-defense ruling on
the “three-strikes” law, a state
appeals court says judges can
refuse to send repeat criminals
to prison for certain nonviolent
crimes.
The crimes include second-of
fense shoplifting, possession of
LSD or methamphetamine, and
receiving stolen property, the
charge in the current case. They
are known as “wobblers” and can
be treated either as mis
demeanors, punishable by up to
a year in jail, or felonies, punish
able by up to three years in
prison.
Prosecutors argued that the
three-strikes law, intended to

lengthen sentences for repeat of
fenders, required judges to sen
tence all such cases as felonies.
That would mean that anyone
whose record included a “strike”
— a conviction for a serious or
violent felony — would have to
go to prison for twice the usual
term for the new charge. A
defendant with two previous
“strikes” would have to be sen
tenced to 25 years to life.
But the 4th District Court of
Appeal ruled Tuesday that the
new law did not repeal judges’
long-standing authority to sen
tence “w obblers” as m is
demeanors.
When it passed the new law
in March 1994, “the Legislature
was clearly aware of the court’s

For those going to jail, advice
can be found for $2.50 a minute
ly Wayne Woolley
Assaiated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Psst. Hey
buddy. Going to jail?
Don’t worry.
Jim m y Tayoun, form er
Philadelphia city councilman and
admitted felon, has the answers.
For $2.50 a minute, anyone
who has just been sentenced to
prison can call Tayoun’s new 900
number and get the lowdown on
some of the most commonly
asked questions about going to
the big house.
“It’s a service whose time has
come,” Tayoun said. “A public
service.”
Tayoun served 3 1/2 years in
federal prison after pleading
guilty in 1991 to racketeering,
mail fraud, tax evasion and
obstruction of justice. While be
hind bars, he wrote a 64-page
guide “Going to Prison?”
He got the idea for his 900
number, which went into service
Monday, when he left prison and
began getting calls from scared
prospective prisoners.
Tayoun, 64, greets callers to

1-900-945-5511 with the intro
duction; “Welcome to going to
prison.”
Touch-tone callers can pick
from a menu of seven topics that
include; reducing your sentence,
what to bring to prison and who
to see before going.
Some important tips;
—“If you think you’re going to
have trouble getting into the top
bunk — it could be as high as 5
feet off the floor — get a note
from your doctor,” Tayoun says.
—Arrange your own ride to
jail because you’ll find yourself
on a crowded bus dubbed the
“Diesel Tour” if you rely on the
federal marshals.
“Throughout this ride you will
be handcuffed,” Tayoun explains.
“You will be lucky to be able to
hold a sandwich. Those who self
surrender and pay their own way
are wiser.”
Leon J. Dobkin, the assistant
U.S. attorney who helped put
Tayoun behind bars, noted that
any profits Tayoun makes must
first go to pay the nearly
$200,000 he owes in penalties
and back taxes.

power,” which has existed for 120 jury convicted him after a brief
Out of nine precedent-making
years, said Justice Richard Huf trial and nearly two days of appeals court rulings on the new
fman in the 3-0 ruling. He said deliberations.
law, this is the first that has
the three-strikes law placed a
Perez had one previous con favored the defense. Deputy Dis
number of restrictions on judges’ viction, for shooting at an in trict Attorney Thomas McArdle
sentencing authority but left habited dwelling, a “strike” said Wednesday. He said his of
their discretionary power over under the new law. Revak said fice would appeal to the state
wobblers intact.
he was surprised that Perez’s Supreme Court if a rehearing re
The court upheld a decision by lawyer went along with a guilty quest was rejected.
The ruling “totally guts the
San Diego Superior Court Judge plea to a felony in that case, be
cause
it
appeared
Perez
was
three-strikes
statute, creates a
Bernard Revak to sentence Mar
drunk
and
fired
32
shots
in
the
huge loophole,” McArdle said.
tin Perez to a year in jail, instead
air, one of which hit a door.
of at least 32 months in prison,
Defense lawyer Jacqueline
for receiving stolen property.
When the prosecutor declined
Crowle
said Perez has been
Police searched Perez’s San to recommend lenient treatment,
released
after serving his jail
Diego home looking for drugs Revak said he would sentence
sentence. She said the ruling af
last July and instead found a the new charge, a “wobbler,” as a
fects
a large number of cases.
stolen truck and some car parts misdemeanor rather than a
“Hopefully this will encourage
in his back yard. He said they felony. The appeals court said
belonged to a tenant and denied the judge had acted within his judges to know that they can ex
ercise discretion,” she said.
knowing they were stolen, but a authority.

a d m is s io n : som e

Poly programs could be changed by initiative
All applicants are ranked on a
5,000-point scale which includes
GPA, high school courses, test
scores, related work experience
and extracurricular activities.
Maraviglia explained.
Each college sets its own
cutoff for applicants based on
space it has available in each
department. The average cutoff
is around 3,000 points, according
to Maraviglia.

From page 1

plicants, affirmative action
criteria play a larger role in ad
missions decisions at Cal Poly.
Admissions Director James
Maraviglia said he is concerned
about the implications CCRI
would have on the diversity of
this campus.
“It would definitely affect
what we’re currently doing,” he
said. “I know what we’re doing
with regard to affirmative action
is showing some positive results.
And I think it’s very much
needed.
“If you were doing things dif
ferently, I don’t know if the in
stitution would be able to ac
complish the same results as far
as being able to make the univer
sity’s student population reflect
the diversity of the state.”
Maraviglia was quick to point
out that the affirmative action
criteria used in Cal Poly’s admis
sions process does not amount to
a quota system.
“Our first consideration when
screen in g ap p licatio n s is
academic qualification,” he said.
“The sheer number of applica
tions we receive allows us to do
that.”

H E LP W ANTED

Affirmative action criteria used
in Cal Pol/s admissions
process does not amount to a
quota system
From that group, the top 60
percent are offered admission.
The remaining students are re
evaluated taking into account
possible minority or gender
status, veteran status and trans
fer status. The bonus points
awarded for these qualifications
range from 750 to 1,000 points.
The pool is then re-ranked
and the top 40 percent are of
fered admission.
Maraviglia acknowledged the
possibility that bonus points

could allow a person with slight
ly lower academic qualifications
to be offered admission. But, he
was quick to emphasize that the
qualifications of each student
making the final cut are high.
He also displayed figures
showing that the university has
steadily become more ethnically
diverse in recent years.
“The student body was 70 per
cent white four years ago com
pared with 57 percent this year,”
he said. “And the male-female
ratio is shifting down toward
50-50; an especially important
achievement at polytechnic
universities which are tradition
ally male-dominated.”
MacCarthy mentioned two
CSU programs — a black
scholarship program , and
scholarships for women and
minorities in engineering —
which could be in jeopardy
depending on the fate of affirm
ative action.
“One can only speculate at
this point,” MacCarthy said. “If
(the final initiative) was worded
in such a way that race could not
be used as a consideration, these
programs would definitely be af
fected.”
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to be a True Woodstock's

Cun you f i l l this seat?
Organist and or pianist
Hours are:
7:15 - 9:15 P.M. Thursdays
and 9:30 - 11:30 .AM Sundays.
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Cambna lYesbyterian Church
927-4356, or Choir Director 927-8044
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C ulture
C lowns

It’s painful being a senior. Being a second-year
senior is even more painful. But what hurts most of
all, I think, is being a graduating senior — in your last
quarter of college. Many things don’t seem right when
you reach this stage. I’ve been here so long, I feel like I
don’t know anything else. Just when I really started to
feel like I’ve made this university my home, it’s time
to go.
There is this painful nostalgic feeling I get
everywhere I go — not the real nice nostalgic feeling
that straightens your posture and stamps a grin on
your face — it’s partly that — but it’s also tainted with
a sense of loss.
I’ve had classes and experiences in every building
and lawn here. A simple walk across campus is
enough to make me reflective and withdrawn. This, by
the way, makes it a very difficult last quarter for me.
Already, it seems I’m learning the most important
things of my career now. I have to finish my senior
project, perform in my last major classes and get a job.
I don’t have time to get sentimental right now!
I don’t remember having this problem graduating
from high school. That was a major step, no doubt
about it. For some reason, though, it felt natural to
part ways with all of my life-long friends and move to
college.
It was like all those years of school had been an in
cubation period and then the timer ran out and some
one said: “Hey, all you people are hatched. Please use
one of the clearly-marked exits.” There was no ques
tion. Most of us knew we were going to college, so we
applied to the ones that looked best to us (or the ones
recommended by our parents, teachers, friends,
whatever). A goal had been set before us. It was a good
goal, and it made everyone happy. So we made it hap
pen.
Maybe this is my problem now: I don’t have a clear
goal. Most of my old roommates do have goals; they’re
getting married over the summer. That’s something
tangible — they can taste that. 'They will be embark
ing on the adventure of their lives with the person
they love. I don’t see them drifting around being sen
timental about Cal Poly — no way. 'They would ride
the next freight train out of here if they could. Senior
project? Finding a job? They are resolved to ac
complishing these because they can see ahead.
Me? I’m drifting. After all these years of having my
eyes opened to things — about myself and the world
around me — I find it hard for my goal to be simply
getting a job. Even attaining the degree is a signal of
the end for the university experience that I love so
much. Somehow, I thought it would never end. But it
is ending.
Maybe the scariest thing about graduation is
freedom. Up to now, my exploration of things has
been somewhat directed. There is freedom in college,
but also insulation. It is a difficult step to be removed
from that insulation and continue to explore. There
aren’t any required readings. There aren’t any lists of
things to do. No grades at the end.
I have to keep growing, I guess.
Jedediah Ireland is a civil engineering senior. His
column appears every other Thursday.
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When you watch your parents grow up
By Rodrigo Espinoza

Jedediah Ireland

Senior sentimentality

\'

1.1'

Like many other college students, I returned home
over Easter weekend. This is my fourth year returning
home, and, just like my GPA, returning home has slowly
declined in excitement. I used to go home for the
weekend; now one day seems to do me just fine. There is,
however, one aspect of returning home that has become
more interesting: watching mom and dad grow up.
Right before your eyes, they change. For starters, you
no longer find yourself sharing the same political views as
they do. You wonder when they became so conservative.
You don’t recall them loving former President Reagan so
much a few years ago. The arguments no longer have the
same bite they used to. They just smile and say: “Ah,
that’s your liberal college professors talking.”
Somehow (and you’re not exactly sure when this hap
pened), what they tried drilling into your head in high
school now makes sense — little things like: “get a good
night’s rest,” “eat everything that’s on your plate,” and
“treat people the way you want to be treated.”
I feel as if it is my parents who have been going to col
lege for the past four years. They simply seem a lot
smarter now than they were when I was sixteen. Back
then, they were always bugging me for one thing or
another.
Now, they talk a lot slower, and I can understand

what they say. It’s like having the house to themselves
has given them some sort of inner peace. For example,
they garden! Who has time to garden? Or my mother
brags about the 20 books she has read this year — for
fun!
I find myself sharing parts of my life I never thought I
would with my parents. They know I bar hop, and they
even chuckle when I tell them I missed a class to go to
the beach. 'They’re almost kind of cool.
Manners are no longer the topic at the dinner table;
they just assume it’s a lost cause. Parents understand
that drinking milk out of the carton, and eating Macaroni
and Cheese from the pan is normal.
Going out to dinner with mom and dad is not the em
barrassing ordeal it once was. If dad does something
stupid (which he often will do) I laugh; before I would
hide.
If you have not noticed your parents changing in your
recent visits home, I encourage you to take a closer look. I
guarantee you will be pleasantly amazed at their level of
maturity. Beware, though — my experience has shown
that hugging drastically increases when one returns
home.
Rodrigo Espinoza is a speech communication senior
and a Daily staff writer.

Professor’s study hurts women
re: 'Poly study shows men more aUical of women's bodies,' April 25

Excuse me, but where does Don Ryujin get off calling
his “study” science? Taking only 120, 18-24 year-old,
psychology students, from a school well-known for its
homogeneity, in one city, in one state, and calling his
findings conclusive evidence is ridiculous. As far as I’m
concerned, 120 Cal Poly students is not representative of
all men. What kind of research did he do besides the
photographs? Why couldn’t he find more than 120 stu
dents over three years? How can he use one woman as an
example when every woman gains weight in different
ways?
A true scientist never theorizes without data, yet this
study “came out the way (he) predicted.” I can’t believe he
has the audacity to conclude his “study” shows that prior

‘Personal agenda’ doesn’t belong
on the opinion page

research “turns out to be a lie” — prior research con
ducted by social scientists at major universities, and cer
tainly more thorough.
But what bothers me most is Ryujin never says men
have “unrealistic” or “unachievable” standards, or that it
is unfortunate “men want very thin women” and “they’re
pretty harsh” about it. What he implies is: Here’s what
men want — do it. My question is: Why did he do this
study — to “prove” that women are all too fat and men all
lie about it (except when asked in confidence by Ryujin)?
He blames the media, but he should really blame him
self for trying to publish irresponsibly-conducted crap
that does nothing but hurt women, under the guise of
“science.”
Elisha Venable
English seniof

Lehers Policy

re: 'Easter is worthy of a sdtool holidoy,' AprI 14

It’s time the Mustang Daily institute a separate
religious section similar to those provided in other
periodicals. Then the Daily wouldn’t confuse legitimate
editorials with writings drawn from Dawn Sievers’ per
sonal agenda. For far too long she has been allowed to use
her position as a weekly soapbox to expound on issues
that remain better placed in other forums. Of course, a
separate section would have to allow space for differing
viewpoints, since there are more than just her “one”
legitimate religion.
If she has complaints about education interfering or
infringing on her personal religious activities, let her take
them to the Office of Civil Rights or even litigation. Bet
ter yet, she might consider attending another institute of
higher education that caters to her particular belief sys
tem.
Oaig Miller
Business ixlministration senior

Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries from
students, staff, and other community members. Letters
should be typied, double spaced and under 2 5 0 words
Commentaries should be typed, double spaced, and about
7 5 0 words
All authors must include a name, signature and phone
numbier. Students should include their major and class
standing Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed to
Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Rldg # 2 2 6 , Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
93407
FAX: (805) 7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
E - M a il: dsieversOtrumpet calpoly.edu
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M adonarri

Keeping in the Italian tradition,
profesoionaL and amateur artioto
create chalk paintings
in Midoion Plaza
thid weekend.

X-Bv D aw n Sievers
Daily 0[)inion luiitor
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he small, Italian village of Grazie

T

di Curtatone comes to life with

color once a year. Street artists from all
over Europe create chalk paintings on
the pavement o f the church plaza, as
tourists and locals enjoy the beautiful
il

11

art and Italian cuisine.
For the fourth year in San Luis Obispo,
this Italian tradition will be celebrated.

.Jits'-

The I Madonarri street painting festival
will take over the downtown Mission
Plaza area on April 29 and 30.
Following the Italian tradition, the San
Luis Obispo festival is held in a church

/

plaza - the courtyard of the Mission.
Artists, sponsored by local businesses,

f-}

use colored chalk to create both original

^A-

paintings and reproductions of master
pieces.
Festival participants range from profes

■‘M'M

sional artists to amateurs and children
to senior citizens. Also several Cal Poly
students participate in transforming
asphalt into art.
*^00 begin with an em p^ square and at

the end of two days it’s a beautiful work
o f a rt,” said psychology junior Kim
Thorp. She will participate in the festi
val for her second year, working on an 8
by 12-foot painting with local artist and
business senior Andrew Octavio.
See F E S T IV A L / Page B4

Illustration by .
Steve JV\ortensen
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Singing the
country car
racing thrills
By Nathan Abler
Daily Staff Writer

fv*

/

Daytona, Charlotte, and Mar
tinsville are places one would ex
pect to hear about when watch
ing auto racing on TV, but not
while listening to a country
music compact disc.
“NASCAR — Runnin’ Wide
Open” released by Sony Music
Entertainment has songs by
some of the biggest names in
country music and comedy, in
cluding Joe Diffie, Sammy Ker
shaw, Collin Raye, Billy Ray
C>Tus, Rick Trevino, Ken Mel
lons and Jeff Foxworthy.

f

ij*

Sony has pulled artists from
other record companies that it
owns and produced a CD with 10
brand new songs.
Most of the tracks on the CD
have some reference to auto
racing, whether it be from the
fan’s, driver’s or even the junked
car’s perspective.
Sony released this CD as a
device to sell NASCAR merchan
dise.
Overlooking the marketing
reasons, the CD is paced well,
starting off with a song about
NASCAR fans and ending with a
song about a NASCAR driver.
Comedian Foxworthy is at his
best giving new meanings to “You
Might Be A Redneck . . Fox
worthy has come up with new
material, most of it about being
from the South and being a NAS
CAR fan.
NASCAR driver Kyle Petty
dedicates a song, “Oh King
Richard," to his father Richard
Petty, the driver with the most
wins in NASCAR history.
Petty actually has a decent
voice. He may even have a sing
ing career after he quits going
around in circles.
Even Bruce Springsteen con
tributes to the recent collabora
tion of songs by crossing the line
from pop to country, with “Cadil
lac Ranch” sung with Trevino.
Springsteen also joins John
Michael Montgomery and All For
One with “I Swear" and Dolly
Parton and Whitney Houston
with “I Will Always Love You.”
If you like a CD with various
artists and various styles of
country music, this is a CD for
you.

Bobby Galyan of Lion I's performing at the Graduate. Lion I's w ill perform at Polypalooza 2 / Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson.

Polypalooza 2 rocks for AIDS
By Erin Massey
Daily Staff W riter

With the need apparent and
the talent aveulable, Cal Pbly
students and the community
have combined their efforts to
plan a concert featuring six local
ioands which will generate funds
for San Luis Obispo’s AIDS Sup
port Network (ASN).
Organizers of Pblypaloora 2
aim to bring publicity to Central
California bands while raising
money for a local cause, accord
ing to industrial engineering
junior Amir Sarhangi, one of the
coordinators.
“The concert’s purpose is to
raise awareness and funds for
ASN,” Sarhangi said. “San Luis
Obispo is a conservative town
and we hope to make them real
ize that AIDS is an important
issue and that they need to get
involved.”
ASN Executive Director
Susan Hughes said many people
do not think AIDS will affect
them since they are not in the
high risk zone for contracting
HIV.
“Even if a person is not in

ADVmiSi
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fected by the disease,” she said,
“they still may be affected by
knowing someone who is.”
Hughes added that 273
people have full-blown AIDS in
San Luis Obispo county as of
this month — that is up from
265 people in the last four to six
months.
On a national level, Hughes
said that one in 250 people in
the United States is infected
with HIV, which is the thirdleading cause of death in adults
ages 25 to 44.
Sigma Nu fraternity, which is
hosting the event, chose to help
with the AIDS cause. Three
local bands and three bands
from surrounding areas will be
featured, according to event
coordinator and civil engineer
ing senior Roger Thomas.
'The all-day concert opens
with the band Mozaic, and also
features two other local bsmds.
The Din Pedals and Itchy
McGuirk. The Lion I’s, Sun
Child and April’s Motel Room
will also perform.
“These are all up-and-coming

bands and this concert will give
them a chance to show their
stuff,” said construction
management junior E.J. Tavella,
who is also helping to coordinate
the event.
The production promises a
large turnout due to the bands’
growing popularity, according to
'Tavella. April’s Motel Room has
signed a contract with Epic
records while the Din Petals just
produced a new album, accord
ing to Tavella.
Despite the wide variety of
music, the bands are not the
only part of Polypalooza 2. At
tendees are invited to bring
lawn chairs and ice chests, and
to enjoy the outside activities.
According to Tavella, there
will be a number of information
al booths, various vendors and
concessions, and even a beer
garden for those of drinking age.
The activities are similar to
the first Polypalooza, which
boasted over 1,000 people and
raised $300 for the Parks and
Recreation Service last year.
Sarhangi projects 2,500

THURSDAY, APRIL 27

FRIDAY. APRIL 28

• Mother’s ’Tavern presents
Elmo Combo at 9 p.m. $3 cover.

• Peter Finger and Brian
Gore play Linnaea’s at 7;30
p.m. $8 cover.
• Earthling Bookshop and
Cafe presents guitarist Sue

• 1866 Restaurant presents
Lance Robison from 4 to 8 p.m.
No cover.

Restaurant from 5 to 9 p.m.

Haas at 8 p.m. No cover.

“KSLY is the biggest backer,”
'Tavella said. “They have given it
publicity, donated the stereo and
will even broadcast live.”
And 'Tavella said that the
help hasn’t stopped there.
“'The community has totally
backed Polypalooza,” he said.
“'The police have been great
about giving us a noise permit
and the community has really
shown that they understand the
importance of AIDS.”
PolyptUooma is scheduled
to begin a t 11:50 o.iis. on
S a tu rd a y, A p ril 29 a t the
Elk's Lodge's g ra ssy fieUL
T ickets can be p u rch a sed in
advan ce in th e U niversity
Union P la za fo r $9.50 o r for
$12 a t the door.

SAIURDAY APRIL 29
• The Fragm ents play
Cisco’s from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
No cover.

• Happy Dog plays 1866
No cover.

• Louis Ortega plays 'IbxMex at the Frog A Peach Pub
at 8 p.m. No cover.

presents the Testifiers at 8 p.m.
No cover.

• Osos Street Subs and
Pasta presents the Shival Ex

• Impalers play Mother’s
'Tavern at 9 p.m. $3 cover.

• Rain or Jade play SLO
Brew at 9:30 p.m. $2 cover.

“Sigma Nu will donate 100
percent of the profits,” Sarhangi
said. He added that the funding
came from Sigma Nu and support from KSLY 96.1 and other
radio stations.

• 'The Din Pedals play SLO
Brew at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.

• Craig Nuttycombe and
friends play Earthling Book
shop and Cafe at 8 p.m. No
cover.

perience from 8 to 11 p.m. $2
cover.

people will attend the concert
j
and that $2,500 to $5,000 of
I
donations will be made to ASN. j

• Frog

&

Peach

Pub

• 1865 R estaurant presents
R.B. from 6 to 10 p.m. No cover.
• Fipna Lehn plays Lin
naea’s at 8 p.m. No cover.
• Mother’s 'Tavern presents

Little Jonny A the Giants at 9
p.m. $3 cover.

• Osos Street Subs and
Pasta presents The Truth

About Seafood from 8 to 11 p.m.
$1 cover.

• Mozaic plays SLO Brew

at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
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Folklórico dancers celebrate
choreography of Mexico's regions
By Tara llich

from Vera Cruz, Guerrero and
Coasta Pacifíca.
Henry Flores, Cal Poly’s Bal
Beaming, radiant colored cos
let
Folklórico president and
tumes, toe-tapping folk music
electronic
engineering junior said
and energetic, spirited dancers
the
event,
co-sponsored by
will bring life to campus at the
third annual El Ballet Folklórico MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlán), will be a
de Cal Poly.
The theme “Sones y Bailes de learning experience for everyone
Nuestro Mexico” (Songs and as it was for him two years ago.
“My first year here I didn’t
Dances of Our Mexico) will be
know
what folklórico was,” he
portrayed through a variety of
said.
“I
knew one person and I
dances from different regions of
just started dancing.
Mexico April 28 and 29.
“It took a year to learn and
These dances will be per
now
I am president. (The perfor
formed by students from Cal
mance)
will educate the com
Poly, CSU-Fresno and Righetti
munity
and
people in general.
High School in Santa Maria.
We
have
more
of a heritage and
Cal Poly’s folklórico dancers
culture
behind
our
dancing.”
will demonstrate complicated
Rosalba
Sahagun,
psychology
choreography from Chihuahua, a
senior
and
first-year
folklórico
country-style polka, and a
Mariachi-style dance from Jalis choreographer, said the Cal Poly
group learns the difficult moves
co.
Righetti High School will per of each dance by attending con
form dances from Mexico’s north ferences all over the United
ern state of Nuevo Leon which States.
This year she said she and
are similar to American square
several
other dancers went to an
dancing and European clog danc
Asociación
Nacional de Grupo
ing.
Fresno’s performance group Folklórico (ANGF) conference in
Los Danzantes de Aztlán, who Arizona.
performed in the Olympics in
Sahagun then taught the
Barcelona and for Mexico’s Presi dance she learned from the
dent a few years ago, will region of Jalisco to her peers.
demonstrate astounding moves
“It was hard, but I like teach
Daily Staff W riter

ing,” she said. “I have been danc
ing since I have been here. I like
showing off our culture and
teaching everyone with our
dance and costumes.”
G raphic com m u nication s
sophomore Alma Rodriguez at
tended the festival two years ago
and said she believes the per
formers are keeping the tradition
going.
“When I lived in Mexico, I
didn’t pay much attention to the
dance,” she said, adding that
living here has changed her
perspective.
“It shows off different regions
of dances, the dresses are really
colorful, the movements are fun
— it’s traditional.”
The decorative, brightlycolored costumes were provided
by Nino Carrillo, director of
Alma de Mexico, a professional
dance group in the Santa Bar
bara County.
Cal Poly 'Theatre Manager
Peter Wilt, who has seen all
three Ballet Folklóricos, en
courages everyone to attend.
“I think it’s a wonderful op
portunity for students on campus
to see the Mexican heritage, both
the Hispanic and American stu-

if

See BALLET, page B4

Audiences receive an evening of lively ballet
with two dances from the Gilbert Reed troupe
By Natasha Collins
Daily Staff W riter

Romance, excitement and a
plot with suspense and sword
fighting describes the Gilbert
Reed Ballet’s double-bill staging
of “Carmen” and “Othello” to be
performed in the Cuesta College
Auditorium.
“The production was excellentlast year and will be better this
year,” said Nancy Stueber, a
former member of the Gilbert
Reed Company and a Cal Pbly
history senior. “All my friends
came to see the production last
year and loved it. 'They were
really impressed.”

According to 'Theresa Slobodnik, the lead in “Carmen” and
Emilia in “Othello,” both ballets
are major productions that incor
porate period costumes, as well
as gutsy movements.
“'The ballets are wild and live
ly,” Slobodnik said. “A lot of
people who think they don’t like
ballet walk away from these
productions responding ‘wow.’ ”
The ballets are full of anima
tion and geared to all types of
students, Stueber said, who was
forced to resign from her roles in
“Carmen” and “Othello” after a
knee injury earlier this year.
“They are fun ballets to
watch,” she said. “'They are filled

•r
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'T /ie y are fun ballets to
watch. They are filled
with exciting dancing
and include lots o f jumps
and foot stomping. "

Nancy Stueber
h is to ry s e n io r

with exciting dancing and in
clude lots of jumps and foot
stomping.”
'The two ballets have com
pletely different moods and story
lines, Slobodnik said.
“ ‘Othello’ is based on William
Shakespeare’s play of the same

K

/

Theresa Slobodnik. second from right, surrounded by fe llo w Gilbert Reed Ballet dancers. Slobodnik plays
the lead in "Carmen."

name,” Slobodnik said. “It’s a
great way for anyone stud}nng
Shakespeare to see it acted out.”
“Othello” is the story of a tor
rid love affair between a dark
skinned man and a fair skinned
woman that ends in tragedy.
“Carmen,” on the other hand,
transports the audience to the
streets of Seville, Spain and tells
the tale of Carmen and Don
Jose’s fateful love story, Slobod
nik said.
“It is a very eau^hy, romantic
and human ballet,” Slobodnik
said. “It is an endearing story of
two Spanish lovers that includes
a lot of the culture and flavor of
Spain.”
According to Stueber, the bal
lets have several unusual and
sometimes humorous characters.
“I played a gypsy who was a
bit risque last year,” Stueber
said. “I got to run around the
stage flirting with cast members
and winking at the audience.”
Both p erfo rm a n ces are
choreographed by Artistic Direc
tor Gilbert Reed and performed
by Central Coast dancers of all
ages.
'The performances also include
special guest appearances by
Carlo Sierras, Jeannene Fogel
and Sean France of the Oakland
Ballet.
'These guest performers, on
break from the Oakland Ballet
after a five-week American tour,
will play the lead roles in both
“Othello” and “Carmen,” Slobod
nik said.
“'These ballets are different
than most people think,” Slobod
nik said. “Most people find bal
lets boring, but these are not
your typical ballets . . . they’re
very exciting and guaranteed to
keep (audiences) entertained.”
Ticket» fo r the S a tu rd a y,
A p ril 29 »how in the Cue»ta
College A u d ito riu m a re $12
a n d $18 a n d m ay he purcha»ed a t the D ance Shop or
P a t Jack»on*» A m e r ic a n
Dance. Phone order» m ay be
p la c e d a t 544-3036 w ith Vi»a
o r M aeterCanL

Do you write answers
on the palm of your
hand or on the top of
your baseball cop?
Do you like to look at
what your neighbor is
writing on his or her
mid-term exams?
If so, the
Daily would
like to hear
from you for
an upcoming
article on

CHEATING.
Please call Joy or
Silas at
7 5 6 -1 7 9 6 or
stop by the
Mustang Daily,
Graphic Arts
Bldg. Rm. 2 26.

We will protect your
anonymity.

FESTIVAL Adding color to the

of SLO

by-12 space. Visitors can create
their own 2-by-2 chalk painting
Octavio said last year’s fes
for a $5 fee.
tival was his first experience
CCP Executive Director
with street painting.
Kathy Koury said she hopes the
“I like to experiment with
tradition of tossing coins on the
anything, so of course I wanted
paintings will catch on in San
to do it,” he said. “I jumped in
Luis Obispo in order to honor the
feet first and it was very cold
water. I worked two days "I like to experiment with artists.
Friend said the event raised
straight with no sleep, and didn’t
anything, so of course I
approximately $10,000 for arts
finish until Monday night.”
programs in San Luis Obispo
Octavio said he and Thorp wanted to do it."
last year. While she said she ex
traveled to other festivals last
Andrew
Octavio
pects about the same this year,
summer, including a street
business
se
nior
their goal is for the sponsorship
painting festival in front of the
to increase each year.
Art Institute of Chicago.
In addition to the colorful gal
Morrison said the festival al
“We tried to do one in
Phoenix, but almost got arrested lows community members to be lery of about 200 street paint
ings, the festival will feature
and incarcerated for four days exposed to traditional paintings.
because we didn’t have a per
Kathy Friend, project coor Italian food and live music. The
mit.”
dinator of the Children’s Crea Pozo Bel Canto Quartet and
strolling accordionist Gino BarM echanical en g in eerin g tive Project (CCP), agreed.
tenetti
will provide authentic
senior Dawn Morrison has been
“The whole focus is bringing
participating in the I Madonnari art to the community,” Friend Italian sounds.
The festival will also feature
festival in Santa Barbara since said. “It’s a neat opportunity to
age 12.
focus on and appreciate a dif artist Jay Mercado, who will
work on a 12-by-16 space, and
“My first painting was a ferent culture.”
clown, in a 4-by-6 space. My
I Madonnari, which is Italian will represent the festival’s
mom bought the square for me,” for “street painters," is brought major financial sponsors.
Mercado has had experience
she said. “Now I try to make it to San Luis Obispo by CCP, a
with street painting, along with
look more authentic.”
nonprofit organization th at
Last year, her first year at Cal j provides funds to local elemen- working as an artist for clients
such as The Washington Post,
Poly, she began painting for the j tary schools to bring in artists
San Luis Obispo festival. She I and performers that would nor- American Airlines and the
University of San Francisco.
painted Michelangelo’s “Delphic I mally be too expensive,
“His design will mix identifi
Sibyl.” She said she likes to stay i While the International Street
with an Italian theme and plans ! Painting Festival in Italy is a able art with a theme of the five
to paint Raphael’s “Madonna” contest where the paintings are
senses,” Friend said.
Mercado will begin his work
this year.
judged and onlookers toss
“I love to do the art, and the I thousands of dollars worth of early, working through Thursday
experience with the chalk is fun,” [ coins onto the paintings in ap- and Friday.
she said. “You get dirty, sit out in I preciation, the San Luis Obispo
Festival hours are from 11
I and Santa Barbara festivals are
the sun and get hot.”
cum. to 6 p.nu on April 29 and
Morrison is sponsored by local a fundraiser for the CCP.
Businesses pay from $75 for a 30 in the Mission Plaxa and
Italian restaurant Buona Tavola.
As well as displaying her talent I 4-by-6 space to $450 for a 12- surrounding streets.
in San Luis Obispo, she will par
ticipate for her eighth year in the
Santa Barbara I Madonnari fes
tival on May 27 and 28. She also
has been asked to paint for a
Santa Monica Italian festival in
July.
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dents,“ he said. “It’s a nice shar
ing of culture and it is a
reasonably priced date activity.”
Tickets for F estiva l
Folklórico on April 28 and 29
at 8 p.nu at the Cal Poly
Theatre are $7. All seeds are
reserved. For reservations,
call the AnyTime ArtsLine at
756-1421. Tickets can also he
bought at the Cal Poly
Theater between 10 cum. and
4 p .m . Monday through
Friday.

Joan Osborne includes all
essentials o f good music

CD '

Osborne admits she needs a little
help; she sings, “I can’t do it all
by myself.”

E W And still other

REVI

By Karen E. Spaeder
Daily Staff W riter

strive to unload their political
agenda on their listeners.
Some simply like the sound of
music, and climb every mountain
in an attempt to make people ap
preciate the sounds they make.
Others wish to create a toetapper, something people could
leap up and dance to.
'Then there are those who
combine all these elements, add
a voice worth writing home about
and chills will be sent down your
spine with one, rhythmic line of
music.
Joan Osborne falls into that
category. She entrances listeners
throughout an entire album.
And she doesn’t need to go out
of her way to make you like her
songs, her beat and her purpose
in singing — her songs simply
speak for themselves.
At the risk of sounding like a
Disneyland advertisement, there
is something for everyone on Os
borne’s latest compact disc,
“Relish.”
While acoustic guitars and
piano dominate most of the
songs, Osborne also blends in
harmonica, bass and the fiddle.
These in stru m en ts give
several songs a country flair; on
others, she cries the blues or
reflects modern rock sounds with
the electric guitar. Still others
are eloquent tributes to gospel
music.
'The lyrics are soulful. 'They
cry out to anyone with even a
hint of spiritual awareness to lis
ten, and to imagine what life
would be like if God were “One of
Us.”
Osborne’s lyrics not only
touch on spirituality, but inspire
you to climb your “Ladder,” to
aspire to the goals you set for
yourself.
But you can’t do this alone.

songs simply sound
like a beautiful,
lyrical recollection
o f a dream
Osborne had the
night before.
' 1m. v*-

a

Other lyrics bask in sexuality
— Osborne seems to link
spiritual values to sexual energy.
Yet these songs thankfully
lack the explicit, offensive lyrics
which too many songwriters use
to convey a message of sexuality.
Rather, she subtly conveys that
message.
And still other songs simply
sound like a beautiful, lyrical
recollection of a dream Osborne
had the night before.
'The soft melody of “Lumina”
is calming enough to elicit a deep
sleep and to make sure you
dream good dreams.
Osborne’s style is like that of
no other singer.
I could compare her to Tori
Amos; Osborne has that knack
for poetic lyrics and that unique,
husky voice. But that would do
neither her nor 'Ibri Amos jus
tice.
Osborne truly has a flair of
her own.

Iz z y O r te g a s
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¡FRIDAY fiesta !
Happy Hour Pricing
A ll Night L ong In
T he Cantina h :o o TO C

$1.00 O ff
A ppetizers,
D raft Beer,
Cocktails
lose

E very F riday )

Check Out
STENNER GLEN
for FaU 1995!
We're SLO's only private room & board
Student Housing Community loaded with
all the amenities it takes to make your college
experience a fu n an d successful one\
Single amJ Double Room Plans - 3 “all you can eal” Meal Plans
Academic Tuioring - Computer l.ab - Social Activities - Heated Pool
Weight Kiioiii - Uccrcalion KiKim - All Utilities Paid (except phone and cable)
I luusekccping - brcc Pairing - Security

Ail in our beautiful creekside setting!
♦

<Stenner Q len

♦

1050 Fooihill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93405

Call for a FREE information packet or stop by for a tour!

544 - 4540
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SATURDAY, MAY 6, NOON- 5 PM

COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER, SLO
"Celebrating Getting from Here to There On Bicycles"
San Luis Obispo will be brimming with bicycles Saturday, May 6, at the Fourth Annual
Bike Fest! Bike Fesf, sponsored by the SLO Regional Rideshare Program and its
partners, starts at noon and goes to 5 PM.Come on down to the County Government
Center on Monterey Street in San Luis Obispo to get LO W -C O S T BIKE T U N E -

UPS, FREE BIKE M A P S, A N D O TH ER FUN S TU F F !
KIDS! The law says you’ve got to wear a helmet to ride. So w e ’re giving
FREE BIKE H E LM E TS to kids w ho don’t have them. Free helmet fitting by the
Cal Poly Wheelmen. We’ve got about 500 helmets, so get there while supplies last!
Bicyclists will also be eligible to W IN A MOUMTAIIU BIKE
donated by K-OTTER!

Get your bike tuned up for five bucks at the Wheelmen Bike fix,
sponsored by the Cal Poly Wheelmen Cycling Team.
If you can’t get all the way to the County Government Center, put your bike on the
CCAT bus and ride into town all the way from Nipomo, San Simeon and Paso Robles.

If you have questions about Bike Fest, call 541- CARS
^

KSBY

AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL DISTRICT
COUNTY Of SAN LUIS OBISPO

K-OTTER FM 94.9
7i^4

Mcrcit AoviKMT Comuimu

ride((con

S«n LulmObispo County TVAMPOraHON

■
.¿ I City of
■

SAn luis OBISpO

\ o i ¡.uh OhisfHi

Kciiiontil h'ui(’sikinn);
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Health tour stops at Cal Poly to promote fitness, car company
By Taro llich

for students to realize they can
Doily Stoff Wntei
become physically fit without
The first Jeep/Eagle Col running grueling miles and
legiate ffealth and Fitness Tour without using alcohol and
will be coming to the Cal Poly drugs.”
campus this week to provide stu
The tour is expected to draw a
dents and faculty 12 hours of crowd of about 8,000 people
“natural highs."
during the two days.

This two-day event will be
today and Friday and give stu
dents, faculty and start' a chance
to let loose, put on sneakers and
have a ball -- including a bigger-than-life bowling ball.

Students can challenge them
selves in the 25-foot rock wall
climb, bungle run/jump and
mountain bike challenge. They
can also glue their bodies to a
wall in the velcro fly wall activity
or push an opponent off a plat
Students and faculty will be form with a giant Q-tip shaped
able to turn themselves into a weapon in the gladiator duel.
human bowling ball using a
Eighteen to 20 universities
gigantic, circular cage and then
throughout
the United States,
knocking out oversized pins.
including Cal Poly, have been
“It’s going to be a lot of fun,” specially selected to bring the
said Rojean Dominguez, a Health tour to its campus. The univer
Center educator. “The purpose is sities were chosen last December

Canadian Bottled Water.

by the tour leaders.
Based on academic excellence,
reputation of school and how
events will integrate with the
community. Cal Poly, UC-Santa
Barbara, UC-Irvine and UCBerkeley have been chosen to be
the first universities in Califor
nia to hold the Health and Fit
ness Tour.

There will be an opportunity
for fraternities, sororities and
resident hall teams to win award
plaques.
Players can also win T-shirts,

caps, sunglasses, hacky sacks
and a chance at the grand prize
— a Jeep Wrangler or Eagle
Talon.
The Health and Fitness Tour
will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
the lawn in front of Mott Gym.

“The beauty is, it doesn’t cost
our campus anything, but per
mits students to do fun things,”
Dominguez said.
The sponsors are BACCHUS
(Boost Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the H ealth of
University Students), ChryslerPlymouth, Jeep Eagle, Reebok,
Sprint, IBM, Lipton, Sebastian
International, Discover Card,
Hawaiian Tropics and Clearly

Students ¡oust at health tour / photo courtesy of Jeep

Wilson picks three presidential SUSPECT: Search for second man continues based on new sketch
their steps Tuesday in register, the manager said.
Am erican,” said the hotel retrace
election veterans as advisers
Like McVeigh at the Dream
manager, who would not give his the dragnet for the man believed
From page 1

By Doug Wills

Associoted Piess

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete
Wilson added three veterans of
presidential elections to his
political team Wednesday and is
expected to name a fourth as his
campaign chairman next week.
Stu Spencer, who played key
roles in three presidential cam
paigns — Gerald Ford in 1976
and Ronald Reagan in 1980 and
1984 — has signed on as senior
adviser.
Wilson also named former
Reagan speech writer Ken
Khachigian and former Reagan
campaign press aide Jim Lake as
senior advisers, his campaign an
nounced.
Lake was a senior member of
R eag an ’s 1980 and 1984
presidential campaign staffs and
George Bush’s 1988 and 1992
presidential campaign staffs.
Khachigian also served as a
speech writer in the Nixon White
House and was issues director in
Reagan’s 1984 campaign.
The two-term Republican
governor is also expected to
name Craig Fuller, Bush’s vice

presidential chief of staff and a
senior member of his 1988
presidential campaign staff, as
campaign chairman within the
next week, Wilson aides said.
“Among these four in 
dividuals, we have experience in
no fewer than 16 presidential
campaigns,” a source close to
Wilson said. “If anyone had any
doubt that Pete Wilson was
serious about this campaign, this
should completely remove that
doubt.”
Spencer is regarded as a
pioneer in the kind of mediaoriented campaigning that next
year’s compressed schedule of
presidential primaries will re
quire.
His ties to Reagan also go
back three decades. In 1966,
Spencer and the late Bill Roberts
directed Reagan’s first campaign
for governor and were widely
credited with helping make the
former actor a national political
figure. They also guided
Reagan’s re-election as governor
in 1970.
V

>.■ .•••.

name and who himself spoke
with a heavy accent of the Indian
subcontinent.
The new sketch, based on ad
ditional interviews with wit
nesses in Kansas, showed the
square-jawed suspect wearing a
baseball-style hat. The previous
sketch showed a thick-haired
man wearing no hat.
Frustration continued for the
hundreds of federal agents seek
ing the suspect from coast to
coast.
The one man charged in the
O klahom a City bom bing,
Timothy McVeigh, has refused to
cooperate, according to officials.
And in a handful of locations
around the nation, officers have
arrested and then released men
with the misfortune of vaguely
resembling the first sketch of
“No. 2.”
Often, their releases were
based on the lack of an eightinch tattoo of a snake or serpent
that law enforcement officials
have said was spotted on the
suspect’s upper left arm.
So investigators began to
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to have been with McVeigh in
Kansas when he rented the
Ryder van.
An FBI agent and Army
criminal investigation division
officer rein terv iew ed Lea
McGown, manager of the Dream
land motel in Junction City,
where McVeigh stayed alone
April 14-18. She told reporters
and the agents she never saw
anyone with him.
But not far away, at the Great
Western, the manager said the
new sketch resembled a man
who stayed in Room 107 two
nights before the bombing.
“He was scared. He didn’t
want to talk to me too much. It
appeared he didn’t want to look
at the clerk,” the manager said,
withholding his name for fear of
reprisal.

The manager described his
guest as 5-foot-lO or 11, 190 to
200 pounds, with a mustache,
dark eyebrows, light brown skin
and a full face. He said the man
used a foreign name in signing
the register but he could not
recall it. The FBI has the

land, the man checked out on
April 18, the Great Western
manager said. A maid found an
empty liquor bottle in his room.

The FBI description of Doe
No. 2 puts him at 5-foot-lO or 11,
175-180 pounds, with thick
brown hair and a square jaw, but
no mustache. A T-shirt sleeve
partially obscured his tattoo. He
is possibly a smoker.
The manager also said a
James Nichols stayed at the
Great Western on April 7, but he
had no way of knowing if that
was the James Nichols as
sociated with McVeigh.
On T u e s d a y , f e d e r a l
prosecutors in Michigan charged
James Nichols of Dexter, Mich.,
and his brother, Terry Nichols of
Herington, Kan., with conspiring
with each other, McVeigh and
others to make unregistered
bombs in Michigan in 1992-95.
Those charges were not related
to the Oklahoma bombing, but
the Nichols brothers have been
in custody for several days as
material witnesses in the Ok
lahoma case.

m ustang

‘Teacher of the Year’
fosters responsibility,
community at school
By Solly Stroll Buzboo

Associated Piess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WASHINGTON — One day in
her remote Alaskan school,
teacher Elaine Griffin watched a
boy carelessly drag a ballpoint
pen along a newly painted wall.
But another boy stopped him.
“He told him, T/Ook, it took me
an hour to paint that corner and
if you do that, you’re going to
mess it all up,’ ” the new national
Teacher of the Year remembers
with a smile.
“If you make them feel the
school is theirs then they’re
going to protect it,” she says.
“Make them feel it’s their com
munity, and they care about it.”
It is a popular message in
public education: Give students a
sense of belonging and they will
feel more responsibility; give
parents more input, and they
will respond with support.
But Griffin and her husband
have been practicing it, quietly
and by necessity, for the last 20
years in the two remote Kodiak
Island villages where they have
taught together.
“We yearn for a sense of com
munity whether we live in rural
Alaska or New York City,” Griffin
says.
But teachers in big schools
can do the same thing with a lit
tle cr-iativity, Griffin insists.

O O ilfE O Y

Get The Most Europe
For Your Mouey.

DAILY

W hen rt comes to Europe, nobody offers you
more fun-or more value-than Contiki. For
example, a two-week, nine-country tour costs
only $1,244 Including airfare.* There are over
30 tours-ranging from 9 to 52 days.
Stop by or call Tyaveltlme, 5 4 4 -0 4 4 2 for
a free brochure.
■Prtc* tt doubt* occupancy »
from moat mator U S. cmat, I

Tntfftc School

WITH
AD

* SAT / SUN / EVES / WK DAYS
* 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
* GREAT TEACHERSIII

The World s
Blfdtrsi Travel (ximpany
For 18-^S Year Olds

I Naw YOdi. Oaparti««* avlOaM*
a * vary acc on»ng to daparluta data

<805) 527-9130
I__

Plastic
Surgery
Free Seminar

S A L O O N

For Men & Women

______ Los Osos, CaJiforrua

Thursday 4/27

¡^resented by

Dr. Jerren Jorgensen
Hear about aesthetic surgery from a C’al Poly Alumnus.
Such Topics as liposuction will be covered
New Safe techniques for nose and car corrcction
Latest health facts on breast augmentation
Skin care, acne scarring, and birthmark removal
"Before" and "after" photo results

W /SURFUR

Friday 4/28
Ro c k S t e a d y Po s s e
Saturday 4/29

Discover how cosmetic surgery can change the wav you feel about vourself
Talk with the expert Your questions will be answered

Wednesday, May 3, 1995
6:30 PM Vista Grande Kesturant

T ruth a b o u t Seafood
W/BUTTHEAD

Call for Reservations 544-6000
Setting It limihed

DCarCNATEO
IN

FREE

W IT H

PARTY

OF

4,

DRIVERS

A N P

FREE

NON

A LC O H O U C

TRW SPACE AND
ELECTRONICS
Speaking on ME opportunities
product engineering & packaging
OASME regular mtg. (w/ snacks)
BLDG 52. ROOM E27, 11 AM THURS

Announcements

RECYCLE
MUSTANG DAILY

AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY, AG
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE.
THE CELLAR, THE UNIVERSITY
UNION. FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
> ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

D R IN K S

Greek News

Cinco de Mayo
Special

KRISTEN AND JG ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT!! BEST WISHES
Love-Your Friends at Alpha Phi

All ads writen In Spanish lor
May 5th will be half price.
Don't miss this opportunity!

Get Involved with ASH
1995-96 Executive Stall
Applications Available In U U 217
Due by 4pm May 2.

Opportunities

Employment

PLAY THERAPY

IF YOUR JOB

Instruction & Training
4-Week Course
PLAY THEFIAPY CLINIC 549-9600

III CAUTION II!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

Private Math Lessons All 100500 courses, Ph D CoNege Prol.

CASH FOR COLLEGE.900,000 GRANTS
AVAIL. No repayment • EVER!
Quality knmed 1(800)243-2435

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE 214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC. POSITIVE
HARDWORKING INDIVIDUALS
INTERESTED IN JOINING A FAST
GROWING SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
FIELD. EXCELLENT INCOME WITH
UNLIMITED FUTURE EARNINGS
CALL 238-0434

PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176

$1750 weekly posstile mailing
our circulars Into 202-298-1057

KCPR la currently accepting
applicationa for the '9b-'96
Nawa Director poaltion. Applicanta
should hava taken Jour 333 A 351.
Applicanta ahould aubmit a one
page aaaay detailing peat
activitias which will likely
enhance thair affactivanaas
as nawa director and goals for
the future of both 91 News
and KCPR. Applications are due
In Nawa Director Chad Johnson's
box In K C P R 't news room by S p.m.
Monday, May 8th.
^ S T A N G DAILY VISIONS MAGAZINE“
COPIES ARE AVAILABLE OUTSIDE
MUSTANG DAILY OFFICE
UNTIL FRI. 4/28
GET THEM WHILE YOU CAN!!
BUY rr, SELL rr, h e l p rr. m a k e i t .
WORK IT. FIND FT. LOSE IT. DO IT!
MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!!!!
IT'S ALL YOU...

CONGRATS
Wanted

COMPUTERS WANTED! WILL PAY CASH
APPLE He, He. AND Hgs.
ALSO IMAGEWRITER I & II F^INTERS
CALL (818) 078-9116 EVE.

Services

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 754-1143

Services

Announcements
ASI Executive Vice President
Applications Available In U U 217
Due by Noon April 27.
Questions? Call 756-1291

No charge

Jerren Jorgensen, M.D.

CLASSIFIED
Campus Clubs

Jerren Jorgensen. M D

Member of Ainencaii Socielv
of I’lastic and Rceonstuclive Surgeons

IT C H Y
M C G U IR K

< # *T

ASME PRESENTS; MICHAEL STULL OF

GET AN EXTRA $5JM) OFF
WITH COMPETITORS AD

SI

Employment

Miscellaneous
CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
NEW COMICS THURSDAY MORNINGS!
NEW GAMES WEEKLY. THE SUB COMICS
GAMES & POSTERS 785 MARSH 541-3735
CASH PAID FOR USED CD S.TAPES.4
LP'S CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS 563 HIGUERA NEW RELEASE
CD S ONLY $12 98 OPEN M-SAT TO 9

FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
billion In private sector grants
& scholarships is rx>w available.
All students are eliglile
regardless of grades. Income, or
parent s income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services;
1-800-263-6495 Ext. F60052

MASTER TRACKS
RECORDING CO.
32CHANEL-MACKIE.16TRKADAT4BRC
2TRK DAT MASTERING
IN STUDIO DRUMS.KEYS & EFFECTS
MICS; AKGC3000. 55. 77. ETC.
$30/HR,BLOCK TIME DISCOUNT 10HRS
SIDE MUSICIANS AVAILABLE
FOR APPT. KIRK OR BRENT
545-0904 OR 544-9419

Travel
DO EUROPE
$249 anytime!
Hawaii $129- Jamaica $318 r4
$Cheap$Fares$Wor1dwide$
Call lor Free program description
AIRHITCH tm 310-394-0550

DO EUROPE
$269 ANYTIME!

It you're a Htlle flexible,
we can h e^ you beat the
airline's prices.
•NO HIDDEN CHARGES*
•CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE*

AIRHITCH
310-394-0550

"K) M^K£ SVJkE rv\
AT W AtROElC THRtSUOLD/
EVER“'! OAT 1 WAHT TO SEE
j m riA
MORE
GUM FASTER, HARDER,
ASD LONGER'

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! EARN BIG
$$$ + FREE WORLD TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII, ETC.)
SUMMER/PERMANENT N O E XP E R NEC
GUIDE (919) 929-4398 EXT. C1076
Barterxler Trainees Needed
International Bartenders School
win be in town 1 week only Day
/eve classes Job Placement Asst
Nationwide or local earn lo$20H
Call today Limited seating Earn
$ and party 4 summer 8008594109
DAY CAMPS serving San Fernando
4 Conejo Valleys, Simi, Malibu
4 CamariNo seek tun. caring
counselors 4 spec Instructors
tor nature, horseback riding,
sports, swimming, gym. craHs,
lishin^oating, song leading,
ropes courses 4 more Now
Interviewing (818) 865-6263
Horseback riding instructors
needed lor Girl Scout resident
camp in Santa Cruz Mtns Western.
English, and Vaulting Call
(408) 287-4170 for more into
PAINTERS NEEDED P/T SPRING QTR
FULL TIME SUMMER-NO EXPER NEC
LVE MESS O X3058 4 OR 544-8143

I

IF Tour humbeks t so eh c e td
GO UP, \T MEANS THE SPIRITS
TOO'RE HAVING /
RESCUE
K\0RE FUN.
J ONCE AGMN.
y~-

SUCKS

CALL ME!
I wiH take 10 more motivated
University students to work in
Business this summer $470/wk
xceHent Resume Builder ♦ Exp
Call Mr Jen Ross at 594-8814

7:

RESORT JOBS-Work al one ol the
many Resorts m the United
States Locations irKlude
Hawaii, Florida, Rockies, New
England, elc. Earn to $12/hr. +
Tips For more information,
Call (206) 632-0150 Ext R60051
Summer Camp Jobs! Stall needed
lor Girl Scout resident camp in
Santa Cruz Mtns arxl Day Camp in
San Jose: Counselors, Cooks,
Mainlanance. Arts, Lifeguards,
Nature, and Llama Specialist
Call (408)287-4170 for more inlo
TEACH ENGLISH A BR O ^D-Eam to
25K ptijs houaing and benefits
In Korea BA/BS any major.
Agency: (415) 585-3220

Roommates

CHEAP SUMMER
RENT

TWO FEMALE CAL POLY STUDENTS
NEED ROOMATE/S TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM APT $200 FOR OWN
RCXDM. $100 TO SHARE 5 MIN
WALK TO POLY, H20, TRASH PAID
CALL JESSICA/TERRY 541-2855
ROOM W PRIVATE FULL BATHROOM VI
EW HOT TUB CLOSE TO POLY $350 +
1/3 UTILITY 543-0611

Rental Housing
Apts tor June or Sept 2 bedrm.
turn up to 4 persons Near Poly
Ideal lor students $600/mo for
12-mo lease with reduced summer
rate; $640/mo for 10-mo lease,
722 Boysen, 543-8517, 544-5385
Huge house 561 Luneta Near
campus $1700 per month 3+BD.2.5
ba Do not disturb 408-354-7019
VALENCIA APTS. SLO
3 Bedroom Townhomes, Leasing
tor Fall Private rooms starting
as low as $300 per month Call
or stop by for a tour
555 Ramona Dr 543-1450

Homes for Sale
FREE LIST of aN HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO FarreH Smyth R/E
Sieve Nelson**‘ 543-8370—

!9)i|

Huge house 561 Luneta Near
campus $283K 3^BD,2 5
ba Do not disturb 408-354-7019
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Militia members may be people who’ve just been ‘pushed too far’
By John Diamond

Associated Piess

WASHINGTON — The militia
movement draws much of its
strength from economically
struggling white men, many of
them veterans, prone to believe
in conspiracies, often living in
rural areas, fervently defending
the right to bear arms.
Some members are former col
lege professors; others never
made it through high school.
Some insist they are not bigots;
others see Jews, blacks and
foreigners as the perpetrators of
a huge, anti-American con
spiracy.
While militia watchers under
score that reliable data and a
detailed understanding of these
groups is lacking, rough sketches
have emerged in the days after
the Oklahoma City bombing. Of

ficials are checking for any links
between the bombing and mem
bers of such private groups.
Clark McCauley, a psychology
professor at Bryn Mawr College,
Pa., and an expert on terrorism,
said that what is remarkable
about militia members is that
they are so unremarkable.
“We’re not talking about
crazies here. We’re not talking
about people who are no longer
human. We’re talking about
people like you and me who feel
that they’ve been pushed too
far,” McCauley said.
Political science professor
Michael Barkun of Syracuse
University agrees. He says, “We
make a substantial mistake and
eventually underestimate the
danger if we simply assume that
everyone engaged in such or
ganizations is ignorant or disor
dered or pathological.”

A series of incidents has
Several of the figures who
fueled membership; the federal
have emerged in the bombing in
raid on se p a ra tist Randy
vestigation seem to fit.
Weaver’s Idaho compound in
For ex am p le, T im othy
1992; the burning of the Branch
McVeigh, charged in the bomb
Davidian compound in Waco,
ing, was an Army veteran who
Texas, in 1993; passage of the
became a drifter. Authorities say
Brady gun registration bill in
he had ties to two brothers now
1993 and of an assault w e a p o n s
charged with conspiracy in con
ban last year.
nection with bomb-making in
Members often learn about Michigan — James Nichols, the
the organizations at gun shows. owner of a small farm, and his
They are predominantly white younger brother Terry, an Army
and male, aged 18 to 46. Many veteran who became an inde
served in the military and belong pendent military surplus dealer.
to a Christian religion, according
Norman Olson, head of the
to the Center for Democratic Michigan Militia, an organiza
Renewal in Atlanta, a group that tion that says it kicked out
monitors extremist groups.
McVeigh, is the pastor of a BapMembership is “predominant . tist church and owner of a gun
ly middle class, working class, shop. Mark Koernke, said to
small business owner type have been an associate of
people,” adds Noah Chandler, a McVeigh, is a janitor at a college.
researcher for the center who
Militia members view them
has attended militia conventions. selves as under assault by

federal authorities.
“There is a readiness to see
conspiracies,” said J irrold Post,
director of the political psychol
ogy p ro g ram at G eorge
Washington University. “It is a
theme and it is deep within
human psychology in general
and is especially apt to become
p ro n o u n ced at tim es of
socioeconomic stress.”
These feelings may not be
fully formed when a recruit joins
a militia, said McCauley, but be
come magnified within the closed
loop of the organization.
“The horsepower is in a
powerful group dynamic in a
group that is ever more closed to
outside opinion,” McCauley said.
“They are hermetically sealed.
They’re only talking to one
another. Under those conditions,
there’s no brake. There’s no
reality check.”

Latest Unabom letter taunts injured victim Letter from Unabomber
By Richard Col*

Assaioted Piess

SAN FRANCISCO — The Unabomber taunted one of his pre
vious victims as a “techno-nerd”
and ridiculed him for opening the
package that badly injured him,
according to a letter released by
the FBI on Wednesday.
The letter was one of four
mailed the same day as the bomb
that killed a Sacramento timber
lobbyist on Monday.
At an afternoon news con
ference, San Francisco FBI chief
Jim Freeman provided the text
of the letter to David Gelernter,
a Yale University computer
science professor injured in June
1993.
“People w ith advanced
degrees aren’t as smart as they
think they are,” the Unabomber
wrote. “If you’d had any brains
you would have realized that
there are a lot of people out there
who resent bitterly the way tech
no-nerds like you are changing
the world and you wouldn’t have
been dumb enough to open an
unexpected package from an un
known source.”
Gelernter suffered wounds to
his abdomen, chest, face and
hands and needed extensive

surgery on his right hand.
The letter — which used the
Washington FBI headquarters
intersection as its return address
— then attacks Gelemter’s 1991
book “Mirror Worlds” for saying
the advance of computerization
IS “inevitable.”
In another letter received by
The New York Times and
published Wednesday, the Un
abomber condemned industrial
society, growth, technicians and
“m anipulating people’s a t
titudes.”
It demanded the 'Times or
other national media print an up
to 37,000-word exposition of the
Unabomber’s views in exchange
for stopping the terror campaign.
Freeman said two other let
ters were received by people un
related to the case, but refused to
reveal the addresses or the con
tents of the letters.
All four letters were mailed
April 20 — the day after the Ok
lahoma City federal building
bombing — from the Oakland,
Calif., area. Freeman said.
A bomb, also mailed April 20
from Oakland, killed lobbyist
Gilbert Murray.
Murray, 47, was the third per
son killed in 16 Unabom attacks
over 17 years; 23 people have

been injured.
But the Unabomber had writ
ten only one letter previously.
The la test psychological
profiles by the FBI’s behavioral
experts in Quantico, Va., say that
once the Unabomber begins com
municating, he will continue.
The bombings will also likely
come more often, said a federal
Unabom task force source who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
“It’s because, according to the
profile, he now thinks he is un
touchable in his own belief sys
tem,” the source said.
But investigators say that by
breaking his silence and his pat
tern, he sharply increases the
odds he’ll be captured.
Until now, says Ed Gleba of
the Bureau of Alcohol, 'Tobacco
and Firearms, he has escaped
detection by being careful.
“He’s meticulous to the point
of compulsion — he may even
stalk his victims,” Gleba said.
Unlike the suspected Ok
lahoma City bombers, he uses
the mail to avoid coming near his
target when the device is
delivered. And until the last
batch of letters, his targets had
appeared alm ost random ,
making determination of a mo
tive virtually impossible.

Associoted Press

'The text of the letter sent by
the Unabomber to one of his
victims. Dr. David Gelernter of
Yale University:
Dr. Gelernter:
People w ith advanced
degrees aren’t as smart as they
think they are. If you’d had any
brains you would have realized
that there are a lot of people out
there who resent bitterly the
way techno-nerds like you are
changing the world and you
wouldn’t have been dumb
enough to open an unexpected
package from an unknown
source.
In the epilog of your book,
“Mirror Worlds,” you tried to
justify your research by claim
ing that the developments you
describe are inevitable, and
that any college person can
learn enough about computers
to compete in a computerdominated world. Apparently,
people without a college degree
don’t count. In any case, being
informed about computers won’t
enable anyone to prevent in
vasion of privacy (through com
puters), genetic engineering (to

which computers make an im
portant contribution), environ
mental degradation through ex
cessive economic growth (com
puters make an important con
tribution to economic growth)
and so forth.
As for the inevitability argu
ment, if the developments you
describe are inevitable, they are
not inevitable in the way that
old age and bad weather are in
evitable. 'They are inevitable
only because techno-nerds like
you make them inevitable. If
there were no computer scien
tists there would be no progress
in computer science. If you
claim you are justified in pursu
ing your research because the
developments involved are in
evitable, then you may as well
say that theft is inevitable,
therefore we shouldn’t blame
thieves.
But we do not believe that
progress and growth are in
evitable. We’ll have more to say
about that later.
FC
P.S. Warren Hoge of the New
York 'Times can confirm that
this letter does come from FC.
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D O N T HAVE A PLAN FOR
YOUR LIFE NEXT YEAR?
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WANTED!
KCPR news direcrtor
KCPR is currently accepting applications for
the '95 - '96 News Director position.
Applicants should have taken Joum 333 and
351. Applicants should submit a one page
essay detailing past activities activities which
will likely enhance their effectiveness as news
director and goals for the future of both 91
News and KCPR. Applications are due in
News Director Chad Johnson's box in KCPR's
news room by 5 p.m. Monday, May 8th.
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IS LOOKING TO REPULCE ITS CURRENT EDITOR IN CHIEF, WHO HAS AUAOST FINISHED SERVING HIS
ONE'YEAR SENTENCE. IF YOU'RE INTERESTED AND HAVE A STRONG BACKGROUND IN COLLEGE OR
PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISM, PLEASE CONTAG SILAS LYONS AT

x1796 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

A COVER LGTER, RESUME AND PROPOSAL FOR THE POSITION ARE DUE MONDAY, MAY 6 .

